
SOTI MobiControl includes SOTI Surf, a secure mobile browser that enables device users to access 
corporate data through an encrypted connection on their device. The ProGlove MARK family of wearable 
scanners enables workers to scan and access critical data in a faster, more efficient manner. 

SOTI Surf for Android now integrates with ProGlove. The ease of quick scanning and real-time access to 
accurate, backend information is now available at the back of your hand. 

SOTI SURF INTEGRATION  
WITH PROGLOVE 

LEADING ENTERPRISE MOBILITY MANAGEMENT  
WORKING HAND-IN-HAND WITH LEADING  

WEARABLE SCANNER TECHNOLOGY

                 EASY 
                 DEPLOYMENT

SOTI MobiControl deploys the 
Insight Mobile App for Android 
onto mobile devices in minutes.

                  ADVANCED 
                  COMMUNICATION

Connecting a ProGlove wearable 
scanner to a device running SOTI 
Surf is as easy as scanning a QR 
code on the Insight Mobile App 
for Android. 

                 CUSTOMIZED 
                 DISPLAYS

Set up colors, displays and sounds 
to best communicate the critical 
data workers need to know. 

ONE PLATFORM 
CONNECTING EVERYTHING

MOBILITY IS CHANGING THE RETAIL LANDSCAPE

Integrating SOTI Surf and ProGlove is easy because all you need to do is make use of custom JavaScript (JS) 
functions exposed by SOTI Surf into your web application. That means scanners get into the hands of workers 
faster, which enhances productivity and bottom line performance. 

SOTI MobiControl and SOTI Surf are all about protecting devices and data. SOTI Surf combines the elements 
of a traditional web browser with additional security features to ensure the safety of your data. 

ProGlove scanners enable workers to scan faster and longer while making fewer errors. When there’s no time 
to waste and mistakes must be minimized, ProGlove is the smart choice. 

SOTI integration with ProGlove gives you the best of both worlds: powerful security and impeccable speed. 

THE SECURITY OF SOTI SURF MEETS THE SPEED OF PROGLOVE 



SOTI is a proven innovator and industry leader for simplifying business mobility and IoT solutions by making them smarter, faster 
and more reliable. SOTI helps businesses around the world take mobility to endless possibilities.
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090222

CONTACT US

Contact a SOTI sales representative at sales@soti.net 
or visit soti.net for additional information

soti.net

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

Visit soti.net/mobicontrol and discover how SOTI MobiControl simplifies 
Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) for your business.  

SOTI MobiControl is part of the SOTI ONE Platform: an integrated suite of solutions 
designed to lower the cost, complexity and downtime of business-critical mobile 
operations. 

Create apps in minutes, not hours or days, with SOTI Snap.  

Minimize downtime, troubleshoot problems quickly and keep devices in the field with 
diagnostic intelligence from SOTI XSight. 

Secure and manage your connected devices such as industrial or mobile printers with  
SOTI Connect. 

Connect, collaborate and communicate with other SOTI experts from around the world 
with SOTI Central. 

SOTI ONE PLATFORM INTEGRATION  

Visit soti.net/one to discover how SOTI and the SOTI ONE Platform can 
support all your devices.
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